Cognios Market Neutral Equity
Strategy Overview:

Cognios selects securities for purchase or short sale using its proprietary ROTA/ROME® stock selection and portfolio construction methodology. ROTA/ROME® focuses on a company’s Return on Tangible Assets (“ROTA”) and Return on Market Value of Equity. ROTA/ROME® seeks to determine a company’s intrinsic value and compare that value to the current market price of its stock. In general, ROTA/ROME® can be considered a value-based investment strategy, but it also incorporates the premise that growth is an important component of assessing a stock’s intrinsic value.
Cognios’ **Beta-adjusted market neutral strategy** seeks to derive total returns strictly from stock picking *Alpha*, with none of the return over time coming from the general up and down movement of the broader equity market.

“Beta-adjusted market neutral” means that Cognios will attempt to offset 100% of the strategy’s long exposure to the *Beta* of the broad stock market (i.e., the up and down movements of the S&P 500 Index) by sizing the short positions based on the relative *Betas* of the longs versus the shorts. For example, when the *Betas* of the shorts are higher than the *Betas* of the longs, fewer dollars of short positions are needed to offset the *Betas* of the long book. By employing this long/short *Beta*-adjusted market neutral investment strategy, the portfolio managers seek to limit volatility relative to movements in the overall stock market and limit downside risk during market declines.
Portfolio Construction:

Select Universe
- Large Cap
- S&P 500 Index

Determine Long Book
- Highest quality stocks
- High ROTA/High ROME
- Lowest prices
- Stocks tend to have low leverage/ high credit coverage

Determine Short Book
- Hedge out broad market exposure
- Lowest return stocks
- Market neutral after Beta adjustment
- Stocks tend to have high leverage & poor credit coverage

Portfolio Management
- Rebalance/ Reconstitution
- Positions bought and sold based on reported financial performance or significant price movement relative to the market
Risk Management:

We target long exposure at 120%. Short exposure is a function of the relative Betas of the long and short portfolios and therefore gross and net exposure is based on relative Beta. Typically, we have been running ~120% Long and ~90% short, so gross exposure runs ~210% and net exposure of ~30%, but that can change as conditions change.

We have no sector constraints, save for the financials in the short portfolio, which are limited to the sector weight in the S&P 500. Based on the 120% long exposure, the max long position is ~6%. Theoretically, there is not a position cap for the short portfolio, but based on the short portfolio construction it would be surprising to see a short position greater than 5%.
Winning Trade Example:

ROTA/ROME® is a quantitative stock selection and portfolio construction methodology. The portfolio managers build the investment model which then builds the portfolio. As such, Cognios does not focus on singular trades, instead focusing on the long and short portfolios as a whole.
Losing Trade Example:

*ROTA/ROME*® is a quantitative stock selection and portfolio construction methodology. The portfolio managers build the investment model which then builds the portfolio. As such, Cognios does not focus on singular trades, instead focusing on the long and short portfolios as a whole.
Cognios Capital is an independent quantitative investment management firm that serves as an adviser to a mutual fund, private fund, institutional and individual clients. Our disciplined approach to stock valuation and evaluation allows our portfolio managers to select stocks and design portfolios based on quantitative facts. We have built a sophisticated proprietary quantitative system that allows us to model, test, and monitor our strategies very effectively. We also combine these proprietary tools with commercial tools which gives us the ability to turn publically available information into insights that may lead to superior risk-adjusted investment returns.
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